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Abstract: The business environment of telecommunication network operators has
changed radically in recent years. In this dynamic environment, the risks
associated with infrastructure investments such as the introduction of Next
Generation Networks (NGN) are high. In order to put return on investment
calculations on a firm footing, solid business models are required. In this paper, the
business web theory is used to depict past and present states of the information and
communication technology (ICT) ecosystem. Based on these insights, potential
future business model strategies regarding the introduction of NGNs are described.

1 INTRODUCTION

Traditionally the telecommunication service industry has been dominated by network
operators. In the past ten years, this domination has been undermined and today the
telecommunication industry is threatened with the largest disruption in its history. The
reasons are changes in the technological and business environment. This paper depicts
these changes by using the business webs theory [St05], [Ha96]. Tapscott, Ticoll, and
Lowy [TTL00], [Ze00]. Business webs describe a special form of inter firm relationships
where a set of companies (the adopters) position themselves around a dominant company
(the shaper). The ownership of a technological standard or platform is a prerequisite for
being a shaper. In the information and communication technology (ICT) industry, a
whole new ecosystem based on IP networks is created. The traditional
telecommunications business web is playing a minor role and constantly looses
importance. This paper addresses the network operators’ role in the future ICT
ecosystem. By introducing Next Generation Networks (NGN), network operators
potentially have the opportunity to design new business models and to create new
business webs. According to the business web theory, network operators can pursue
three distinct business web strategies: the technology, the market, and the customer
business web strategy. These strategies enable sustainable market positions in future ICT
ecosystems putting NGN investments on a firm footing.
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2 TELECOMMUNICATIONS BUSINESS WEBS OF THE PAST
AND THE PRESENT

In order to illustrate the evolution of business models and production networks in
telecommunications, we introduce the business web theory in this section. Subsequently,
we apply this theory to illustrate the business web, which revolved around the Public
Switched Telephony Network (PSTN) technology, and oppose it to the present business
web in telecommunications, which consists of several sub-webs existing in parallel.

2.1 The Traditional Telecommunications Business Web around the PSTN

In the past, there existed only a single type of telecommunication business web based on
the public switched telephony network (PSTN) technology. The PSTNs were mostly
owned by incumbents, i.e., state owned network operators, which had a dominant market
position and offered a variety of telecommunication services. These incumbents
occupied the shaper role by owning the crucial technology platform. The PSTN together
with telecommunication services from other companies formed a product system which
was strongly influenced by network effects. The technical design of PSTNs caused a
close affiliation of telecommunication services with network infrastructure service
provisioning. For this reason, the incumbents had internalised most of the adopter
functions. They were not only the owners of the PSTNs but also offered most of the
services that used them.

First tier adaptors in traditional telecommunications business webs included the
producers of telecom equipment like telephones, modems, and network equipment as
well as the providers of voice transmissions. Second tier adopters included premium call
service providers, teleshopping firms and Internet service providers. The third tier
adaptors were companies that only were indirectly connected to the platform through
second tier adaptors like the Internet providers.

2.2 Present Telecommunications Business Web

Observing the telecommunication industry today, the business web around the PSTN
still exists as it was ten years ago: However, it strongly lost its meaning as new business
webs establish themselves in the telecommunication market. One of them is the mobile
communication business web around the GSM/3G network which is competing with the
old web in voice transmission. Besides these two webs around voice transmission, the
IP-network, and the new businesses it facilitates, gain large importance. However, unlike
the PSTN, the IP-network cannot be seen as a technology platform in the middle of a
business web. In contrast to the operators of PSTNs, operators of the IP-network do not
have a direct control over the services, which are realized on the network. The IP
network has an open structure and consists of thousands of sub-networks owned by
different institutions and companies. Therefore the main prerequisite for a business web,
the existence of an identifiable shaper controlling a scarce resource, is not given.
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The IP-network has to be looked upon as a general platform that can serve as a basis for
a grand variety of products and services.

Due to the fact that IP based products and services require a network platform to exist,
these products are parts of product systems and many of them are affected by network
effects. As a consequence, companies are trying to develop standards and set up business
webs using the IP-networks as underlying platform. Examples are business webs around
services like search engines, IPTV, video on demand, and voice over IP. This
development leads to a new, complex business and technological environment where
traditional voice networks exist parallel to the IP-networks. This new environment is
called ICT ecosystem, a term which was established by Fransman [Fr07a,b].

The new ICT ecosystem therefore does not consist of one but many webs which have the
IP-platform as a common component. Good examples are directory assistance services
and teleshopping companies that are offering their services over the Internet. Internet
service providers, which also had been among the second tier group, almost completely
left the PSTN business web, as dial-up connections are no longer the contemporary way
to access the Internet. They are now part of the IP-world and use broadband access
technologies as for example DSL or cable. For the same reason, former third tier
adopters are also not part of the PSTN business web any more. The PSTN is not the
main way to access the Internet any more and therefore it can be bypassed when using
services offered by Internet content providers. To summarize, there is a trend for
adopters to leave the PSTN business web and use the IP-platform as basis for their
businesses instead. In addition to that, the possibilities of IP networks are allowing
adaptors to take over the shaper role and build new business webs based on IP.

3 TELECOMMUNICATIONS BUSINESS WEBS OF THE
FUTURE

In the future, network operators are predicted to shut down their PSTNs and replace
them with NGNs [Ja06]. These networks will be completely based on IP and allow more
features than the PSTN. An NGN is defined as “a packet- based network able to provide
telecommunication services and able to make use of multiple broadband QoS- enabled
transport technologies and in which service-related functions are independent from
underlying transport-related technologies. It enables unfettered access for users to
networks and competing service providers and/or services of their choice. It supports
generalized mobility that will allow consistent and ubiquitous provision of services to
users” [It04].

NGNs potentially represent a strategic instrument which ensures a shaper’s position to
network operator. In contrary to the PSTN web, NGN based business webs are exposed
to a fierce competition with business webs based on the IP platform [PC07]. If network
operators are not able to identify shaping elements in NGNs, they risk to be degraded to
bandwidth allocators and access providers to IP networks. This scenario is referred to as
the bitpipe scenario in non academic literature. Hence, network operators have to use
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their NGNs and the opportunities it offers to come up with products which attract
customers and adopters and have the potential to create business webs. The next section
shows three approaches for network operators to create business webs.

4 STRATEGIC OPTIONS FOR NGN BASED BUSINESS MODELS

From a management perspective, the high capital expenses for installing and maintaining
an NGN postulate a strategic application of this technology. The business web theory
defines three distinct types of business model strategies, which promise a shaper’s
position in future telecommunication business webs: the creation of technology, market,
or customer webs. NGNs potentially form the basis for all of the three strategies.

4.1 Technology Business Webs around NGN Capabilities

Technology webs are established around a shaper that owns a technical de-facto standard
or a technological platform. NGNs expose special network capabilities which potentially
are attractive to customers and adopters. NGN operators could capitalize on their
network infrastructure ownership by providing features such as multimedia service and
VoIP capabilities, mobility enablers, QoS and security capabilities. A proprietary NGN
infrastructure, which provides enabling capabilities to NGN applications, could form the
centre of future technology webs.

At the present, a variety of applications, particularly critical business applications and
highly interactive consumer applications, are not realized via public IP-networks. This is
usually due to high QoS and security requirements. Such applications are either not
realized at all or only via dedicated capacities such as MPLS networks, which allow the
treatment of IP data streams with differential priority. Examples are software as a service
and enterprise VoIP applications. For these applications, a network with QoS and
security features represents a critical and scarce resource controlled by network
operators. As such, theses resources provide a potential to build technology business
webs based on the NGN technology: QoS and security features could attract adopters
that provide services, applications, or content which need these functions. On the other
hand, it could attract customers which see an additional benefit in the combination of
these functions with the adopters’ offerings. This way, a product system is generated and
a business web could emerge.

4.2 Market Business Webs around Service Delivery Platforms

In a market business web, the shaper acts as a mediator between sellers and buyers of
products. The execution of a transaction is in the focus of this kind of business web. A
current best practice example for an emerging market web in the telecommunications
field is the web around Apple’s App Store [Ap09a]. It is a selling platform for
applications which can be downloaded and used on Apple’s handset, the iPhone. The
shaper of this web, Apple, offers a development platform with a multitude of
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programming interfaces, the iPhone Software Development Kit [Ap09b]. Adopters are
companies which are developing applications with the iPhone SDK for iPhone owners.
As an essential part of Apple’s business model, these applications must be distributed via
the App Store, with Apple keeping a share of the revenues.

A market web could be an interesting option for network operators as they often have
experience with performing transactions: They often own and run a comprehensive
authentication and billing system that could be the basis for a market platform for
telecommunications products and services. In NGNs, Service Delivery Platforms [Pa07]
are introduced to provide NGN functionalities to application developers. SDPs are IT
platforms, which are accessible via well defined interfaces. SDPs provide functionalities
for the support of ICT service development (e.g., search and retrieval of modules), for
the support of ICT service operation (e.g., coordination at runtime) and for the support of
ICT service management (e.g., charging and billing). SDPs hold potential to build up
market business webs. By providing SDPs with functionalities to host third party
applications and to make these applications accessible to end customers, NGN operators
could establish a business web very similar to Apple’s.

4.3 Customer Web Strategy around Usage Databases

Business webs can also be formed around usage information. In those webs, the
“behaviour and spending patterns of specific target segments” [Ha96] are the central
elements. The shaper owns a special customer relationship that provides the chance to
build a unique usage database. An example for a customer web in practice is Google’s
AdWords service [Go09]. As the shaper, Google has detailed information about the
present interests of its customers by providing them with a search engine. Adopters are
companies which get access to their specific target group by being advertised in specific
key word search results.

The network operators’ source for creating customer business webs are their large usage
databases with extensive information about telecommunication spending and habits.
These could be used to offer user specific content, services or advertising. The network
operators could provide specific access to target groups while adopters’ input would be
content, NGN based services, or ads. A potential way to realize this kind of access is a
portal for the NGN operator’s end customers. The NGN operator could bundle its NGN
based services with complementary input from adopters. The customer portal offers
personalized content and gives shapers the opportunity to address target groups. The
insights about the customers’ consumption behaviour with respect the shapers’ services
further enrich the value of such customer databases and provide the basis for persistent
customer webs.

5 SUMMARY AND FURTHER RESEARCH

This paper explained past and present transformations of the network operators’ business
environment in the telecommunication industry. It used the business web theory as a
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framework for the analysis and as a basis to develop business models which represent
possible options to react to these transformations. It was shown, how to use NGNs as
strategic resources to retain a dominant position in future telecommunication business
webs and avoid the so called bitpipe scenario. Nevertheless, it represents a major
challenge for network operators to gain a shaper position: they face competition from
adjacent industries. Notably, device vendors such as APPLE have the ability to establish
competing business webs around their proprietary devices themselves. Even though the
implementation of NGNs is in an advanced state, the industry still lacks concepts for
NGN based business models [Mi08], [St08]. Academic research has up to the present not
sufficiently addressed this issue. In order to drive innovation in telecommunication
services, future research must further refine comprehensive NGN based business models
and analyse technological feasibility and market demand. Moreover, methods need to be
provided to support the implementation and management of business models in NGNs.
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